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PCI compliance.
Do you know 
what it takes?

XYPRO delivers PCI compliance solutions with its
XYGATE™ suite of security software so you can 
protect your HP NonStop™ environment and 
meet strict PCI guidelines, including:

� Encrypt cardholder data during storage

� Encrypt cardholder data during transmission 

� Encrypt all passwords 

� Enforce separation of duties

� Track and monitor all access to card holder data 

� Automate validation of PCI compliance

No single technology fulfills all PCI compliance 
requirements. But XYPRO helps you sort out the 
policies, procedures and technologies required for
implementing the PCI data security standard.

XYPRO. Focused on your security.

XYGATE and XYPRO are registered trademarks of XYPRO Technology Corporation. All other brand or product names, trademarks or registeredtrademarks are acknowledged as the property of their respective owners.

www.xypro.com  •  info@xypro.com

Headquarters, USA: +1 805-583-2874
Eastern North America: +1 905-332-3669
Western United States: +1-402-880-3016
Latin America: +504 9791 1899

UK, Europe: +44 (0) 1384 850133
Asia Pacific: +61 (0) 3-9844-5019
Middle East and Africa: +27 (82) 650-0991
Korea: +82 2 6377 5171

XYPRO . Focused on PCI compliance.®

Visit www.xypro.com
and download 
your free copy 
of XYPRO’s
PCI Compliance
Solutions paper.
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Editor’s Note
Each year at this time I write about how much I enjoy 

the fall and winter season, and how I enjoy reflecting on 
the past year and looking forward to the year to come. 
Well, this year it all snuck up on me. That’s right. I’m 
admitting to being overwhelmed by the speed of life, and 
I’m sure some of you can relate.

So instead of me lamenting about the year, this issue 
“Best of 2007,” can do it for me (and more prudently for 
you I might add).  I encourage you to read the feature 
articles, as well as our usual standing columns, news, 
etc.  And, please take special note of Richard Buckle’s 
installment of “Real Time View.” In the past, Richard 
has reached out to our readership for feedback and 
now he has a very practical outlet for just that. He has 
launched a blog based on his recurring column and is 
seeing marked success in hearing from interested parties. 
Please join the discussion. You can find Richard’s blog 
through ITUG.org or at http://itug-connection.blogspot.com. 

As we are going to press, the European Summit in 
Brighton will have wrapped up. For complete coverage of 
the event, visit http://euoro2007.itug.org as well as in this 
issue of The Connection (see page ?).

Additionally as we look forward, I’d like to reveal 
the themes for the 2008 season of the journal.  Please 
review the themes and let me know your feedback and if 
you are interested in authoring an article.  In case you’ve 
forgotten, The Connection loves to publish volunteer-user 
articles whenever we can!

2008 Connection themes:

January/February: Security/Securing Data

March/April: Financial Industry

May/June: Retail Industry

July/August: NonStop on Blades

September/October: Telco/CME Industry

November/December: Best of 2008

The Connection wishes you all a safe and wonderful 
holiday season!

Regards,

Carrie Durnell
Managing Editor
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Picking the “Best of 2007”—the theme of this issue 
of The Connection—is something of a challenge, 
as 2007 has been a very productive year for the 

NonStop Enterprise Division. Over the past 12 months 
we have expanded the breadth of our platform portfolio 
with the entry-level Integrity NonStop NS3000AC 
telecommunications server; delivered NonStop Enterprise 
Plugins for Eclipse (EPE) to enhance our application 
development environment; contributed core technology to 
the innovative HP Neoview enterprise data warehousing 
platform; greatly increased our focus on service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) capabilities; and much more. 

In this column I’d like to circle back to SOA, which 
continues to generate interest and excitement in the 
enterprise computing world. There’s a good reason for this: 
SOA offers real potential to increase business agility while 
protecting IT investment. It actually makes it possible to do 
more with less, a goal that virtually every enterprise in the 
world has set for itself. 

As business conditions change, SOA leverages existing 
assets and combines them with newly developed services 
to make an enterprise more adaptive. It also reduces the 
complexity of heterogeneous environments and helps 
eliminate barriers between business and IT, by building 
loosely coupled, reusable components—or “services”—that 
encapsulate business processes. Because SOA services have 
well-defined, self-describing, standardized interfaces, you 
can repurpose and recombine them quickly and easily to 
create new functionality. You can access them without any 
knowledge of their underlying platform implementation. 

Reuse of services boosts efficiency and lowers cost, 
and this is one of the main benefits of SOA. Modular SOA 
services represent stable relationships between business 
functions that change infrequently, making it possible to 
reduce the complexity of the IT infrastructure. Internal 
changes to the service modules are transparent to the 
exposed interfaces. This decoupling of IT changes and 
business changes allows rapid, independent innovation 
in both areas. The direct benefit of reuse is the immediate 
avoidance of development and testing costs. And, as an 
organization moves more applications to SOA, the reuse 
benefits grow.

By definition, SOA involves many logical dependencies, 
and these dependencies can pose a risk for the enterprise. 
As more and more solutions and processes rely on a 
particular service, the availability of that service becomes 
increasingly critical. Until recently, the pivotal role that 
NonStop technology can play in this powerful, business-
centric architecture was a “best-kept secret.” Now the 
secret is out. The NonStop server brings vital application 

and data scalability, continuous availability, data 
integrity, and ease of manageability to SOA services.

In the NonStop system environment, customers 
in several different industries have implemented 
SOA with great success. For example, a major 
hardware retailer uses Web services to send 
thousands of requests for customer transaction 
information to a central NonStop system—using XML  
and SOAP—from every cash register in more than  
1,800 company stores. XML “tags” each purchased 
item with price, date, credit card information, and 
similar data. The application then makes this information 
available to the stores to support refund requests. 

SOA has greatly shortened this customer’s time to 
market for new services. In the past, the company issued  
a new POS release once a year on average; following the 
SOA implementation, it issued five major releases in an  
18-month period. The NonStop system has essentially 
become the transaction hub for the enterprise.

The NonStop server plays a key role in the provision of 
highly available, scalable, SOA services, and it supports 
the necessary toolset to implement these services. Existing 
applications can be readily exposed as SOA services; it’s a 
way to modernize the applications and increase their value 
to the enterprise without having to redo them. In addition, 
new SOA services can easily be developed for the  
NonStop server. 

The SOA approach combined with NonStop technology 
provides unparalleled business agility with the highest 
service levels. By transforming tightly coupled, single-use 
applications into flexible services, SOA in the NonStop 
system environment goes a long way toward improving 
business outcomes. If you haven’t already looked at how 
you can leverage the power of SOA to enhance your 
operations, I would encourage you to ask your NonStop 
sales representative for more information. I think you might 
be surprised—and you’ll certainly be pleased—at what  
you find.

Winston Prather
Vice President & General Manager,  
NonStop Enterprise Division & High Performance 
Computing, HP

News from HP’s NonStop 
Enterprise Division
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News from ITUG
Hot News Redesigned to Improve 
Readability and Ease of Use

To make Hot News even more relevant and reader-
friendly, ITUG has improved the way Hot News conveys 
important information about ITUG and the NonStop 
community. The main right-hand column now features 
articles highlighting technical tips, association information, 
and other pertinent NonStop issues. Meanwhile, quick 
links in the left column allow you to quickly scan and click 
through to additional topics of interest to you. The left 
column will include the latest event news, Advocacy survey 
offerings, RUG meetings, and leadership spotlights. 

Feel free to forward your comments and suggestions to 
ITUG headquarters at itug@itug.org.

ITUG Europe 2007 Wrap Up
ITUG Europe 2007 took place 8-10 October in 

Brighton, England (UK). The premier global HP NonStop 
conference included three full days of in-depth technical 
training, networking, product demos, and knowledge 
sharing. Here are some highlights from the conference:

35 NonHP sessions [Number to be confirmed after event]•	
29 HP sessions [Number to be confirmed after event]•	
Tracks included:•	

Developing Applications º

Industry Solutions º

Managing Enterprise Applications º

Platform Infrastructure º

Featured speakers included:•	
 Peter Murray, Director, Enterprise Storage and  º

Servers (UK & Ireland), HP
 Neil Pringle, Director, NonStop Enterprise  º

Division, HP EMEA

 Winston Prather, Vice President and General  º

Manager, HP NonStop Enterprise Division and 
High Performance Computing Division
 Martin Hess, Vice President, Sales HP  º

Technology Solutions Group (UK), HP
 Steve Whitby, Director, EADS Defence &  º

Security Systems Limited
 Michael Evans, Retail CHAPS Project Manager,  º

Abbey
Closing panel session included: Michael Rossbach, •	
Volker Dietz, Winston Prather, Neil Pringle, Randy 
Meyer, Richard Bassett, Fred Laccabue
Registration numbers TBD.•	

Check out the complete wrap-up article with photos 
online at http://euro2007.itug.org.

ITUGLIB Expands Its Resources
The ITUGLIB is an excellent repository for technological 

and educational information. ITUG members can select 
from two options, Technology ITUGLIB or Education 
ITUGLIB. The vast online library is available to members 
at www.itug.org/secure/ituglib.cfm?. It’s a free member 
benefit; members need to log in with member ID to view or 
submit content.

Technology ITUGLIB: The technology library •	
contains software utilities written for the Guardian 
environment as well as a large and growing set 
of Open Source utilities HP ported to the OSS 
environment. These utilities include all source code, 
ready to build, as well as ready-to-run binaries. 
Applications are available in more than 25 different 
areas including Accounting, Analysis/Design 
Tools, Data Communications, Data Generators, 
Development Tools, Documentation, Language 
Utilities, Math/Statistics, Operator Programs, 
Security, System Resource Management, Transfer 
Utilities, and more.

Education ITUGLIB: The education library contains •	
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HP in the News
HP Drives Data Center Energy 
Efficiency with Thermal Services 
and Dynamic Smart Cooling

HP has made enhancements to its extensive energy-
efficiency portfolio for the enterprise, including a first-
of-its-kind thermal zone map for data centers and new 
customers and partners of the HP Dynamic Smart Cooling 
solution. HP Thermal Zone Mapping enables customers to 
see a three-dimensional model of exactly how much and 
where data center air conditioners are cooling. As a result, 
they can arrange and manage air conditioning for optimal 
cooling, increased energy efficiency, and lower costs. The 
capability is a patent-pending development from HP Labs, 
the company’s central research facility, and is part of the 
HP Thermal Assessment Services offering. Customers can 
reduce data center cooling energy costs by up to 45 percent 
by using Thermal Zone Mapping and Dynamic Smart 
Cooling (DSC), an advanced hardware and software solution 
that continuously adjusts data center air conditioning 
settings to direct where and when cooling is required. 
The DSC solution is based on real-time air temperature 
measurements from a network of sensors deployed on IT 
racks. HP is using Thermal Zone Mapping and DSC for its 
own data center consolidation project.

HP and Wal-Mart Partner for  
Next-Generation Business 
Intelligence Solution Using 
HP Neoview

Wal-Mart has selected the HP Neoview data-
warehousing platform to power complex analysis of data 
collected across its 4,000 U.S. stores. A long-time HP 
customer with significant experience in data warehousing, 
Wal-Mart turned to HP to partner in building its business 
intelligence solution. Nancy Stewart, Wal-Mart chief 
technology officer, stated, “The HP partnership is part 
of a continued effort to drive innovation into every facet 
of Wal-Mart’s business and IT operations.” HP Neoview, 
based on the NonStop architecture, is the company’s 
flagship enterprise data-warehousing platform. It integrates 
hardware, software, and services to offer the high 
performance and high availability that customers such as 
Wal-Mart require. 

“At Wal-Mart, we never underestimate the importance 
of investing in innovative solutions that will improve 
our ability to understand and anticipate our customers’ 
needs,” said Jim Scantlin, director, Enterprise Information 
Management, Wal-Mart. “Our experience with HP Neoview 
has proven that we made the right decision to partner with 
HP for our next-generation business intelligence needs.”

HP and MIT Create Nonprofit 
Organization to Support 
DSpace Users

HP and the MIT Libraries announced the formation of 
the DSpace Foundation, a nonprofit organization that will 
provide support to the growing community of institutions 
that use DSpace, an open source software solution for 
accessing, managing, and preserving scholarly works in 
a digital archive. Beginning in 2002, HP and the MIT 
Libraries jointly developed DSpace, and today more than 
200 projects worldwide are using the software to digitally 
capture, preserve, and share their artifacts, documents, 
collections, and research data. The foundation will assume 
responsibility for providing leadership and support to the 
ever-growing DSpace community and promote even wider 
distribution and use. Michele Kimpton, formerly of the 
Internet Archive (www.archive.org), will serve as executive 
director of the DSpace Foundation.  





A Message from the 
ITUG Chairman

As another year comes to a close, I am reflecting 
back on an extremely busy year that was certainly 
NOT business as usual. On the personal front, I 

started my new career after taking early retirement from 
Sabre-Holdings. It was really tough leaving my friends and 
colleagues after 15 years, but tremendously exciting taking 
on my new role with GoldenGate Software. I guess this 
means that I will personally identify now with the ITUG 
vendor community, but rest assured I will not forget my 
NonStop customer roots.

HP has certainly been busy with its roll out of NeoView 
and new NonStop Integrity configurations. For a detailed 
look at HP NonStop Software’s enhancements this year, you 
need only turn a few pages to Timothy Keefauver’s excellent 
article, “NonStop Software: 2007 Was a Busy Year.”

Other new things for this year – we are seeing new life 
breathed in to our Special Interest Group Program. Several 
SIGs have been started and new volunteers have stepped up 
to take on existing ones. HP has assigned liaisons to the SIGs 
to facilitate communication and provide answers to ITUG 
member questions. SIGs are also a major source of input into 
the Advocacy Program and provide valuable feedback to HP. 
See the SIG area in ITUG.org for more information.

Joining the SIGs and Discussion Forums as venues for 
sharing information and ideas, ITUG Past Chairman Richard 
Buckle started the blog “ITUG Connection: Real Time View.” 
In just a few weeks, Richard has gained readership and 
stirred up lively debate on several relevant issues affecting 
our community. Find Richard’s blog through ITUG.org or at 
http://itug-connection.blogspot.com/. I encourage you 
to join in the dialogue and post your responses to Richard’s 
observations, diatribes, and exhorts.

ITUG has been working with other HP User Groups to 
form a Leadership Council that is fostering collaboration 
in numerous areas. Not surprisingly, we are seeing some 
of the regional groups broaden their scope of interests into 
additional technical subject areas. Some add an Encompass 
affiliation to service additional HP users, while others reach 
out to their sister regional groups to collaborate on regional 
activities. 

The ITUG Summit at HP Technology Forum & Expo in 
Las Vegas provided us one example of a large HP technology 
conference. Having recently pored over the surveys and 
comments from the conference, my net take away was 
overwhelmingly “generally” positive. We need to do a 
better job in a few areas in 2008 to improve the attendee 
experience, but having the all of HP’s server and storage 
technologies in the same show was a definite hit with the vast 
majority of attendees. With a year of experience under our 
belt, next year promises to be even better.

As this edition gets published, we will have just 
returned from the European Summit in Brighton that 
was collocated with the Executive Finance Forum. 
This co-location was a new twist for us, as we seek 
to develop additional relevant content within our 
Business Solutions areas.

ITUG also participated in the HP Asia Pacific 
Roadshow. I had the privilege of attending and 
speaking at the stops in Beijing and Taipei. After I 
finished my presentation, I was able to meet some 
HP interns in engineering. I was impressed with the 
enthusiasm of these bright future technicians. I recently read 
in an article that more than 10 times as many engineers will 
be graduating from the Asia Pacific region than in the west. 
Look for an explosion of innovation coming from the region 
when they take their place in the workforce.

So, what do we have to look forward to in 2008? HP 
will continue to do its part in providing new hardware and 
software. There will certainly be more change and continued 
collaboration with the other HP user groups on better ways to 
serve our constituencies. Most of all, I anticipate there will 
continue to be expansive volunteer opportunities, especially 
in the various regions. If 2007 was any indication of what is 
to come, you will want to stay tuned to the ITUG community 
in 2008!

Regards,

Scott Healy
ITUG Chairman
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ITUG Regional Update
HP Education RUG Training Days

HP Education hosted numerous special RUG education 
training days this fall. Each RUG was able to choose 
from 11 course topics. Below is a list of the RUG and the 
training that they offered their members:

Southern California (SCTUG) – Introduction for •	
NonStop SQL/MX Query Analysis and Tuning
Toronto, Canada (CTUG) – Introduction to Web •	
Services for NonStop Server
Dallas, Texas (N2TUG) – Introduction to Web •	
Services for NonStop Server
Midwest Region (MRTUG) – Introduction to OSS •	
Programming Fundamentals for NonStop Servers
Tampa, Florida (SUNTUG) – NonStop NS-Series •	
Server Ops & Mgmt for S-Series Operations Users
Denver, Colorado (RMTUG) – NonStop SQL/MX •	
Database Management
Columbus, Ohio (OTUG) – HP Integrity NonStop •	
Application Migration
Michigan (MITUG) – HP Integrity NonStop •	
Application Migration

Recent RUG Meetings
Several regional groups held meetings this past fall. 

Regional meetings are great opportunities to learn more 
about current issues and trends in the NonStop community 
and they provide important local networking opportunities 
for users, HP associates, and vendors. 

The British Isles Tandem Users Group (BITUG) 
hosted an OSS, SQL/MX, MQ SIG in London, England 
12 September. Please see their Web site for more 
information: www.bitug.com. 

 

NonStop users network during lunch at a recent RUG meeting.

The Rocky Mountain Tandem Users Group (RMTUG) 
hosted a meeting 13 September in Long Tree, Colo. 
The meeting featured vendor updates from Gravic Inc. 
and comForte. 

The Desert Users of Tandem (DUST) hosted a meeting 
25 September in Phoenix, Ariz. Presentations from Network 
Concepts and Tributary Systems and an HP hardware/
software roadmap were on the agenda.

The Atlanta Tandem Users Group (ATUG) traveled to 
Charlotte, N.C. for a meeting 27 September. The meeting 
theme was Service-Oriented Architecture and included 
a presentation from Grady Keith of The Home Depot and 
HP Software/Mercury: SOA Governance and Lifecycle 
Management. 

The New England NonStop Users Group (NENUG) 
held a meeting 18 October at the HP offices in Andover, 
Mass. The meeting featured a user presentation from 
Chase Paymentech Solutions, LLC.  

For a complete listing of regional 
user group events, along with direct links 
for more information on each event, visit 
the Calendar of events posted at  
www.itug.org.

If you are interested in volunteering 
to help develop a RUG in your region or 
have upcoming regional events planned 
please contact ITUG Headquarters at:  
itug-rugs@itug.org.
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NonStop Software: 2007 Was a Busy Year
Timothy Keefauver
Director, Software Product Management
NonStop Enterprise Division, HP
Cupertino, California

In 2007, the NonStop Enterprise Division continued to 
enhance key software elements of our industry-leading 
platform and development environment. I’d like to 

discuss some of these enhancements in this article, along 
with an exciting new area of focus.

Let’s start with the operating system. This past year 
we issued four releases for the NS-series Integrity 
NonStop platform (H-series RVU) and two for the S-series 
(G-series RVU). The enhancements reflected several 
important themes, including increased support for Open 
Systems Services (OSS), the “UNIX” personality for the 
NonStop platform.

For years, customers have tended to divide themselves 
into two camps: Either they were open to using OSS in 
addition to their regular Guardian applications, or they 
were dead set against using OSS. Now we’re starting to 
see some defections from the Guardian-only camp. This 
prompted us to add OSS improvements in the system, 
including OSS Name Server limits relief, non-blocking 
OSS regular file I/O for threaded applications, and OSS 
Name Server increased defaults for INODECACHE and 
LINKCACHE.

Upgraded languages and development 
environments is another key theme. The new 
C language 1999 standard is beginning to 
be introduced into the C compiler, and the 
COBOL 2002 standard is being introduced 
into that language. For C++, we’ve moved 
to the 2003 standard. We released a new 
version of Visual Studio, the development 
environment for Microsoft, and (in response to 
strong customer interest) NonStop Enterprise 
Plugins for Eclipse (EPE).

Another major theme is security. We are 
improving security in individual products, as 
well as in Safeguard itself. Examples are long 
passwords, password quality enforcement, 
and Safecom INFO GROUP command enhancement.

SOA Focus
One of the hot new areas in the industry is service-

oriented architecture (SOA). Many of our NonStop system 
customers are interested in SOA and have implemented 
it successfully in their shops. In an agile enterprise, 

Timothy Keefauver 
directs software product 
management for HP’s 
NonStop Enterprise Division. 
During his career with HP, 
he has also held leadership 
positions in professional 
services marketing, business 
development, and partner 
management related to 
Windows, UNIX, and 
NonStop systems. He holds 
an MBA from the University 
of Chicago.
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services must be available, scalable, high-performing, and 
manageable—a set of requirements tailor-made for the 
NonStop platform.

As it happens, most NonStop applications are already 
largely architecturally compatible with SOA, because 
the services model is the natural approach to developing 
applications in the NonStop environment. Rather than 
having a single, monolithic program, many smaller 
applications are often kept running by Pathway; in other 
words, the application may already be divided into 
segments that approximate SOA services. This matches up 
nicely to the SOA world, because the way the application is 
already structured makes it easier to think about and create 
these services.

Another good thing about SOA is that there is no need 
to change existing applications; you simply create some 
additional code that accesses them. This means you don’t 
have to put your existing workload at risk.

Customers often ask what SOA-enabling software is 
available for the NonStop system environment. Here are 
some of the main ones:

HP iTP WebServer software•	  provides the basic 
HTTP protocol service and acts as a scalable and 
available container for other components (using 
NonStop TS/MP, i.e. Pathway, internally).
HP NonStop SOAP software•	 , in concert with iTP 
WebServer, supports the standard runtime SOAP 
over HTTP SOA service access protocol. It runs as 
a scalable server class under iTP WebServer, and 
features a GUI wizard to easily expose Pathway 
servers as SOA services. It includes an XML 
document parser and the open source gSOAP toolkit 
for access to remote SOA services using SOAP.
HP NonStop Servlets for JavaServer Pages •	
(NonStop Servlets for JSP) software is a 
container for hosting SOA services written in Java. 
A scalability and availability fortified version of the 
Apache Tomcat Servlet and JSP container, it runs as 
scalable server classes under iTP WebServer.
Apache Axis2 software•	 , an open source product, 
runs under the NonStop Servlets for JSP container 
and inherits all the “NonStop fundamentals.” It 
includes a SOAP protocol engine and tools for Web 
Services Definition Language (WSDL) generation. 
This is an alternative to NonStop SOAP, if you want 
to use Java SOA services—it’s easy to download, and 
easy to get running on the NonStop server.
BEA WebLogic Server software•	  is a complete 
J2EE and SOA application server infrastructure, 
with HTTP and SOAP server for service access, and 
a servlet/JSP, EJB container for service adapters 
and business logic. It supports additional WS* SOA 
standard services.

As with the rest of our software portfolio, we continue 
to enhance products that support the SOA environment for 
both [NS-series and S-series] customers. Forthcoming 
enhancements include achieving more complete W3C 

SOAP 1.2 and WSDL 1.1 standards compliance, bringing 
open source gSOAP to the current level (version 2.7.9), and 
adding support for Transport Layer Security (TLS). 

The bottom line is that NonStop systems are ideally 
suited for SOA implementations. You can step up with 
confidence to SOA initiatives in your shop. Your NonStop 
system can handle it—in fact, given the pivotal nature of 
key services in a SOA environment, would you want to run 
them on any other platform?

The Classic Portfolio 
Now let’s take a look at our traditional NonStop software 

technologies and how we’ve improved them. Following 
on the heels of the May 2006 H06.06 release, where we 
improved the fault tolerance of the master process for 
NonStop Transaction Management Facility (TMF), we have 
increased our focus on latency reduction. Using smarter 
“convenience writes,” we’ve eliminated about 10 percent of 
the latency caused by TMF itself in a transaction. XP disk 
users get an additional boost of roughly five percent, thanks 
to the enablement of some unique hardware capability 
of those products. We’ve also added finer granularity for 
control of the TMP Wait Timer, allowing users to fine-tune 
commit processing for increased TMF performance.

NonStop Remote Database Facility (RDF) is another 
core product. For the Integrity NonStop server, we’ve 
enhanced performance by “nativizing” select objects, that 
is, compiling select portions of RDF in a way that will make 
it run faster. The following additional enhancements apply 
to both NS-series and S-series platforms:

Ease of use•	  – for users of SQL/MX MX tables 
with the addition of full three-part ANSI names in 
event messages
Manageability•	  – more flexibility in naming files on 
the target system, because subvolume naming can be 
different on the target and source systems
Interoperability•	  – support for RDF replication 
between NS-series and S-series systems.

Pathway has also been turbocharged with the release 
of TS/MP 2.1, which is at Controlled Availability on the  
NS-series and S-series platforms. TS/MP 2.1 is designed 
to exploit the increased capacity and performance of the 
Integrity NonStop server. First of all, we significantly raised 
some limits: Pathsend users have a higher link capacity, 
more requesters per CPU, and more concurrent send 
operations per CPU. Pathway configurations can have more 
serverclasses per CPU, and more Pathway environments 
per CPU.

Pathway has always had good load balancing, but users  
occasionally report some “choppiness” in how busy their 
processors are. The link management functions of the 
LINKMON (ROUT) process have been replaced with 
functions provided by the Application Cluster Services (ACS)  
subsystem, which is tailor-made to exploit the Integrity 
NonStop server. ACS improves the load balancing algorithms 
to eliminate link starvation, so that users will see less 
choppiness and can confidently run their system at a higher 



utilization level. Furthermore, users who spend time rebalancing 
their system frequently may find they don’t have to do this quite 
as often. TS/MP 2.1 with ACS on the Integrity NonStop server 
provides a firm foundation for Pathway in the 21st century, and all 
future releases of Pathway will be built on this infrastructure.

We have also just shipped Pathway/iTS 1.1, which is Generally 
Available on the Integrity NonStop server. This release provides 
some of the ACS limits relief described above to SCOBOL 
applications. In addition, support for the context-sensitive or 
dialog communication style has been made available to SCOBOL 
requesters by providing new SCOBOL application programming 
interfaces. 

These are all good things, but the big news is the future release of  
Pathway domains for planned outage elimination. With TS/MP 2.3, on  
Integrity NonStop systems, multiple Pathway environments can be  
configured to behave as one application domain within a node. This  
means that you can make changes to a running Pathway environment 
with no loss of service. Initially this will enable online reconfiguration 
and rebalancing of Pathway environments (by enabling dynamic 
changes to serverclass process management attributes).

Imagine installing this release and creating two identical 
Pathway environments on the same system. They share and balance 
the load of the application transparently between them. If you take 
down one environment, the entire workload shifts to the other copy. 
You can make changes, bring it back up, and then take down the 
other side and perform the same operation.  You just eliminated a 
planned outage.

A future release of Pathway domains will extend this capability 
to support online upgrade of serverclass application objects. 
That is, you will be able to dynamically update the version of a 
serverclass application object in a running Pathway system with no 
loss of service.

Application Development
We’ve made many enhancements to the application development 

environment for NonStop systems, but I’d like to highlight Profile 
Guided Optimization (PGO) for the Integrity NonStop server. 
Here’s how it works: You compile an application (new or existing) 
with O2 compiler optimization and with PGO Data Collection 
set to “on.” Using a production simulation environment—for 
example, a QA environment that simulates real production—you 
run the application. Statistics are automatically gathered by 
the compiler. After you’ve completed your simulation run, the 
program is resubmitted to the compiler, which uses the statistics 
it just gathered to optimize the executable code for increased 
performance. We compile some of our own middleware using this 
functionality, and we’ve seen performance improvements of up to 
30 percent.

There’s no way this short article can cover the myriad 
enhancements we made to NonStop software in 2007; I haven’t 
even touched on upgrades to our database, manageability, and 
Java-related products, for instance. But, the basic message is clear: 
In close collaboration with our counterparts on the hardware side, 
we have worked diligently to ensure that our customers have the 
best platform and application development environment available 
for their mission-critical computing needs. Needless to say, we’re 
looking forward to a busy 2008.  
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NonStop RDF Smoothes Migration to Integrity  
NonStop Platform
Chuck Hammond
Technical Services Manager
The Bon-Ton Stores
York, Pennsylvania

Over the next few years, many of our colleagues in 
the NonStop user community will be migrating from 
the S-series platform to the Itanium-based Integrity 

NonStop server. It’s worth it. We recently completed our 
migration, going from a NonStop S74016 to an Integrity 
NonStop NS16008 server, and the results were frankly 
surprising. I didn’t expect an increase in performance, 
but our nightly processing is literally twice as fast with 
just eight processors—and only about one-third the disk 
spindles—as it was with the 16-processor S74000 system. 
The purpose of this article is not to sing the praises of our 
new server, but to share the low-risk, low-cost migration 
methodology we used to get there. 

Let me set the stage by explaining that Bon-Ton runs 
several mission-critical applications on the NonStop 
platform, including point of sale, big ticket, sales audit, 
credit authorization, and some other, smaller supporting 
applications. We clearly cannot afford to have the system 
down for an extended period; in fact, we were allocated 
only eight hours to execute and verify the entire migration. 
Fortunately, we learned about a feature in HP’s NonStop 
Remote Database Facility (NonStop RDF) software 
that enabled us to meet this challenging service level 
agreement. We had no experience with NonStop RDF, but it 
came highly recommended by other NonStop system users 
that we’ve known and worked with. So, we decided to give 
it a try.

Existing Environment
We have run two generations of NonStop S-Series 

servers over the last 10 years; we started with a NonStop 
S70016 server, and then upgraded to a NonStop S74016 
server a few years ago. Our system had six I/O cabinets 
and 42 communication ports, and all of the disk 
slots were populated. We had mixed languages in the 
applications—COBOL, C, and TAL, both native and 
non-native—and both Enscribe and NonStop SQL files. 
Storage was approximately 700GB. The driving factor 
behind the migration was that some of the components on 
the S-series system were leased. That lease was coming to 
an end, and we wanted to move forward with the next-
generation technology to take advantage of improved price/
performance. The Integrity NonStop NS16000 was the 
obvious choice based on its performance numbers, cost, 
and hardware/software integrity.

Because we had both audited (monitored by NonStop 
TMF) and unaudited data, we had to crunch the numbers 
to see if NonStop RDF would really make sense for us. We 

discovered that approximately 80 percent 
of our data was audited. That meant that 
NonStop RDF could complete the task of 
moving the lion’s share of our data to the 
new system beforehand; all we’d have to 
worry about on the night of migration would 
be backing up and restoring the other 
20 percent.

As I said, none of my staff had ever used 
NonStop RDF before, so we basically opened 
up the book and started reading. We learned 
that NonStop RDF reads NonStop TMF audit 
trails. It reads all the changes to an audited 
file, whether it’s an update or a delete or 
an insert, and every change is sent to a repository area 
in the target system. Then there are processes that run 
on the target system, applying those changes to files that 
have been created ahead of time. NonStop RDF kept up 
flawlessly with moving data from one system to the other 
over Fast Ethernet. We made a few calls to the HP Support 
Center, but otherwise we relied entirely on the NonStop 
RDF manual, other NonStop RDF users, and the online 
HP Knowledge Base to guide us through the process. 

Migration Night
Being a retail company, we couldn’t start the migration 

until after our sales were complete for a given day. We 
chose a Saturday night because the stores didn’t open 
until noon on Sunday, and that gave us a few extra hours 
to complete the migration. The day before, we’d already 
backed up all unaudited data that had not been modified 
that year; a few hours before the migration started, we did 
additional backups up to that point. Then, around 2 a.m., 
we started backing up any unaudited data that had changed 
within the last few hours since the stores closed.

For the audited data on the target side, we shut 
down NonStop TMF and let RDF complete all the final 
transactions. We had written verification macros, so we 
could validate that the data was complete. Then we started 
the restores of the unaudited data. When those restores 
were complete, we knew we had a complete database 
that mirrored the database on our S-series machine. By 
8 a.m. Sunday morning, we had finished bringing up all 
the applications; the verifications were completed by 10 
a.m. Our Sunday night processing went without a hitch, 
and all reports were delivered on time to the executives on 
Monday morning. 

Chuck Hammond started 
writing Cobol, TAL, EXEC, 
and TACL code on Tandem 
systems in 1988.  In 1994, 
he switched from application 
to systems development. 
He managed migrations 
from NonStop K-Series to 
S-Series systems in 1997, 
and S-Series to NS-Series 
in 2006, with numerous 
hardware and software 
upgrades along the way.
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Success
Our executives were very impressed with the migration—in fact, 

people in the stores didn’t even know that we had changed systems. 
Our fi nance people were happy, too, because using NonStop RDF 
turned out to be an extremely cost-effective approach. We leased 
the software for three or four months, and then turned it off when 
the new system came online. The migration was completed with 
very little additional software cost.

For NonStop users that are on the brink of migrating from 
S-series to the Integrity NonStop platform, I’d say the key to 
success lies in careful planning. You have to understand your 
environment and your limitations, and develop a plan that you 
know can be successful. In our case, NonStop RDF made all 
the difference; knowing that it was taking care of replicating the 
audited portion of our database, we were able to make better use 
of our time to ensure a successful migration. In fact, we were so 
impressed with the product that we will seriously consider it as part 
of our disaster recovery plan in the future.

To summarize, I would say that Bon-Ton’s migration from the 
S-series to the NS-series was very successful. Utilizing RDF, we 
were able to complete 80 percent of the data moves ahead of time. 
This greatly reduced the amount of downtime that we experienced, 
to the level that the company was not aware of the migration. We 
never lost any transactions from the stores, and the executives, 
buying staff, and merchants received all their Monday-morning 
reports on schedule. Overall, the technical staff and the executives 
of the company were very pleased with the migration results, and 
NonStop RDF played a pivotal role in this success.  
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Online Advocacy: World Wide Survey Results for 2007
Sam Ayers
ITUG Advocacy Chair
Chase Paymentech Solutions, LLC
Dallas, Texas

Introduction
The purpose of the World Wide HP User Advocacy 

Survey is to provide a measure of HP user satisfaction 
for the previous year. The World Wide Survey assists the 
ITUG Advocacy in assessment of the areas of highest user 
satisfaction, and also with identification of “hot spots,” or 
areas of general dissatisfaction. The World Wide Survey, as 
depicted in the diagram, is a key component of our ITUG 
Advocacy model.

In this article, I will briefly describe the survey process, 
and will present the summary findings for HP NonStop 
for 2007.

Figure 1

2007 World Wide Survey Process
Since January 2007, a team of experts representing the 

ITUG, Encompass, and Interex EMEA user groups have 
been working with HP and a survey company, Spring, 
Inc, to perform the World Wide Survey. The user groups, 
whose participation was self-funded, provided the survey 
questions, performed expert analysis and interpretation of 
the results, and made recommendations to HP regarding 
future actions. Spring, Inc, programmed our questions 
into the survey, developed and administered the survey 
Web site, performed forward and reverse language 
translations, and provided mathematical analysis (statistics 
and trending) on the resulting raw data. HP provided the 
funding for Spring’s activities, and facilitated our final 
presentation to HP management.

The survey ran from April through June 2007, and was 
kept online for two weeks following the ITUG Summit at 
HPTF. The survey team then met early August in Chicago 
to analyze the results, delivering the final presentation 
late August at the HP offices in Cupertino. The final 
presentation was performed live, and was broadcast 
worldwide to HP employees by way of the HP Virtual 
Classroom.  The presentation was also recorded for future 
viewing internally at HP.

World Wide Survey results are correlated against 
the results of ITUG Mini-surveys, Instapolls, SIG 
communications, and personal interviews with managers 

and engineers at ITUG member companies. Sometimes 
“hot spots” identified in the World Wide Survey initiate 
additional Instapolls, Mini-surveys and SIG activities, 
which are then used to “drill down” to finer levels of detail. 
The ITUG Advocacy then makes recommendations for 
actions to HP based on the correlated findings.

2007 World Wide Survey Results for NonStop
Based on interpretation of the World Wide Survey 

Results, including correlation to the many ITUG Mini-
surveys & Instapolls, SIG activities, and personal 
interviews with managers and engineers at ITUG member 
companies, the ITUG Advocacy has asked HP to address 
the following general areas.

CPU and Disk I/O performance•	
Software Development Tools•	
Software Products•	
Training & Certification•	
Business Processes•	
The “BIG 8” issues identified by the ITUG SIGs at •	
the ITUG Summit 2007.

The ITUG Advocacy has provided the HP NonStop 
Product groups with more specific detail for each of the 
major categories listed above.

The HP Response – Coming Soon!
At the time of this writing, the World Wide Survey 

results are “hot off the press;” the HP response has not 
yet been published. HP NonStop management provided 
an official response at the ITUG board meeting at ITUG 
Europe, October 2007 in Brighton, England. Subsequently, 
the ITUG Advocacy and Special Interest Groups (SIGs) 
will post HP’s official response, and should be available to 
all ITUG membership about the time the present issue of 
The Connection is published.

The World Wide HP User Advocacy Survey is a good 
example of the user groups teaming with each other and 
with HP for the good of the entire community. Everyone 
agrees the feedback collected is invaluable; furthermore, 
HP is listening and taking action based on our collective 
recommendations.

Look for the official HP response, coming soon, by way 
of the ITUG Advocacy and SIGs!  
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The Availability Barrier is Recovery Time
In this era of 24x7 business operations, the quest for 

100 percent uptime seems to be continually elusive. We 
get better and better, but the ultimate uptime is always just 
a little further away. What is that barrier to 100 percent 
uptime against which we are bumping? And, what can we 
do to break through the availability barrier?

We submit that in commercial data processing, the 
availability barrier is recovery time. In what follows, we 
will explain why this is true, and what can be done to 
reduce recovery time so that we can push the availability 
barrier back as far as possible – though it will always be 
there, taunting us.

What is Reliability?
Let us first define what we mean by system reliability. 

There are three common measures of reliability – availability, 
or the proportion of time that a system is operational, 
which we denote as A; failure interval, or uptime, which we 
denote as MTBF (mean time before failure); and recovery 
time, or downtime, which we denote as MTR (mean time to 
recover). These three measures are not independent. They 
are related by the well-known relationship1

A = MTBF/(MTBF+MTR)  (1)

Over the history of computers, we have made strides to 
increase system MTBF and to reduce its MTR and thus have 
made progress toward improving system availability. However, 
try as we might, we never achieve 100 percent availability; 
nor are we likely to do so. From Equation 1, 100 percent 
availability can only be achieved by either creating a system 
that will never fail (infinite MTBF), or by creating one that 
takes no time to recover from a failure (zero MTR).

As we think about it, the measure of reliability is in the 
eye of the beholder. Any one of these parameters may be 
chosen as the measure of reliability. For instance:

In a satellite system, mean time before failure, •	
MTBF, is of paramount importance. It is critical for 

a system contained in a satellite to be up as long as 
possible (hopefully, years) because once it fails, it is 
generally not repairable.
In a system measuring oil flow in a pipeline, •	
availability, A, is the most important measure 
because when the system is down, oil flow is 
unknown. Any downtime results in revenue loss for 
oil delivered.
In a commercial data processing system, we submit •	
that mean time to recover, MTR, is the most important. 
We expand on this reasoning in the next section.

The Importance of Recovery Time in Commercial 
Data Processing

The importance of recovery time in commercial data 
processing systems can best be shown by example. By a 
commercial data processing system, we mean a system 
whose users are people or other computers that submit 
requests and that expect a timely response.2

Assume that we have a system with an availability 
of four 9s (it is up 99.99 percent of the time). Equation 
1 shows that there are any number of combinations of 
recovery time, MTR, and failure interval, MTBF, that lead 
to an availability of four 9s. Let us look at some cases:

Case 1:•	  The system is down one second every three 
hours. The users probably will not even notice this 
outage as it is within the response time that they 
expect from the system.
Case 2:•	  The system is down one minute every week. 
Users would probably be affected by the outage but 
would grudgingly accept it. After all, “Computers do 
fail.” (How often do you reboot your PC?)
Case 3:•	  The system is down one week every 200 
years. The users would be delighted with the system 
until they all lost their jobs because the company 
went out of business. If you say, “So what? The system 
will be gone long before then,” you are missing the 
point. That bad week could be next week.

Based on these examples, we submit that availability 
and failure intervals are not nearly as important as recovery 
time in these sorts of commercial data processing systems. 

The Availability Corner: Achieving Century Uptimes—
Part 7: What is the Availability Barrier, Anyway?
Dr. Bill Highleyman Dr. Bruce Holenstein Paul J. Holenstein
Managing Editor President and CEO Executive Vice President
Availability Digest Gravic Inc. Gravic Inc.
Summerfield, Florida Malvern, Pennsylvania Malvern, Pennsylvania

1   W. H. Highleyman, P. J. Holenstein, B. D. Holenstein, Breaking the 
Availability Barrier: Survivable Systems for Enterprise Computing, 
AuthorHouse; 2003

2   More specifically, we are interested in online, real-time systems. 
Batch-oriented systems do not fit this argument as availability may 
be a more important factor.
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It does not matter how much of the time a system is up or 
how often a failure occurs so long as the failure interval 
is so short that the users don’t notice it. Therefore, it is 
recovery time that counts in commercial systems.

The Progression of System Availability
Availability has usually been thought of as less 

important than performance. Over the last several decades, 
while single-system performance has increased by a 
factor of several thousand (from one megahertz to several 
gigahertz), single-system availability has increased only by 
a hundredfold. 

The search for higher availability started with efforts 
to increase the time between failures rather than efforts to 
decrease recovery times. Four decades ago, systems had 
availabilities of 90 percent (one 9). Today, due to increased 
MTBF, industry standard servers have availabilities of  
99.9 percent (three 9s). Massive redundancy in fault-
tolerant servers has improved this to 99.99 percent (four 9s).  
(These availabilities include all sources of failure – hardware,  
operating system, applications, operator error, environmental 
faults, and site disasters). It is now time to move our focus 
to recovery time.

The Early Days – 90%
When commercial computers first came on the market 

(in the 1950s, with Univac, IBM, and RCA), large systems 
built with vacuum tubes experienced significant downtime 
and showed availabilities of 90 percent. MIT’s Whirlwind 
had an MTBF of eight hours, and many programs took 
longer to run than that. Check pointing interim application 
state to persistent storage was born out of necessity.

The Commercial Renaissance – 99%
With the advent of the transistor and its use in 

computing systems in the 1960s, availabilities increased by 
an order of magnitude to two 9s (99 percent). The invention 
of the transistor, which led to integrated circuits and the 
processor chips of today, was probably the most significant 
contributor to system reliability (and performance, as well) 
in the history of computing.

Hardened Servers – 99.9%
As computers became mainstream, an availability 

of two 9s became intolerable in many business-critical 
applications. System vendors began to offer systems that 
featured redundant components to protect against some 
of the more common failures. Dual power supplies and 
fans powered SMP (symmetric multiprocessing) systems 
that could survive a processor failure. RAID disk arrays 
that could survive the failure of any one of its disks 
were developed. Quality control was tightened on all 
components. Operating system facilities were improved 
to simplify system administration so as to reduce operator 
errors. Improved software QA testing methodologies 
resulted in more hardy applications.

As a result, these systems began to exhibit three 9s 
of availability.

Fault-Tolerant Servers – 99.99%
In the 1970s, fault-tolerant systems appeared. These 

systems were designed to survive any single failure. 
Automatic failure detection removed a failed component 
from service, and an equivalent component took its place 
nearly instantly. The operating systems were hardened to 
reduce software failures. 

At the hardware and operating system levels, these 
systems proved their worth with availabilities of five 9s 
or more. However, application software faults, operator 
errors, and the necessity for planned downtime for software 
and hardware maintenance compromised this availability, 
reducing it to four 9s. Still, this was another order of 
magnitude improvement in availability.

It is a tribute to management short-sightedness that 
these systems are just now, after three decades, beginning 
to enter the mainstream market. Many companies are just 
beginning to understand the true cost of downtime and how 
it can be reduced by investing in fault tolerance.

Moving to Multinode Application Networks
Four 9s seemed like a major availability barrier. Up 

to this point, the predominant efforts described above to 
increase availability had been to increase the system MTBF. 
MTBFs of several months for standard systems and of several 
years for fault-tolerant systems were being measured. But, 
it became economically infeasible and technically difficult 
to wring much more out of extending MTBF.

This was because the systems themselves had become 
so reliable that their MTBFs played an ever decreasing 
role in system availability. System MTBFs were being 
overshadowed by other causes of downtime – application 
software faults, operator errors, and planned downtime. 
When a system was lost due to one of these occurrences, 
it could take hours to bring it back up again. Even worse, 
should a disaster of some sort destroy an entire data center, 
it could take days or weeks to restore the data center to 
operation.

Clearly, the game had to shift from extending the times 
between the failure of systems to reducing their recovery 
times. The mantra became “Let it fail, but fix it fast.”3 
Thus, a concept was born—an entire backup system that 
could take over processing from the primary system on 
short notice.

Active/Standby Pairs
The initial effort to provide a backup system involved 

installing a passive standby system equivalent to the 
primary system at some remote site. By geographically 
separating the primary and standby systems, protection 
against site and localized disasters was achieved.

However, recovery time following a primary failure 
was not significantly improved. In most early systems, the 
standby database had to be loaded from magnetic tape 
copies, a process that could take hours or days. Later 

3   See Rule 36, Breaking the Availability Barrier: Achieving Century 
Uptimes with Active/Active Systems, AuthorHouse; 2007.
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systems used data replication techniques to maintain a copy 
of the database in near-real-time on the standby system. 
However, recovery times were still often measured in terms 
of hours. This architecture protected a system well from 
disaster, but did little to improve overall system availability.

Clusters – 99.999%
About the time that fault-tolerant systems were 

coming onto the market, cluster technology was becoming 
available. A cluster comprises two or more processors 
with access to a local common database (typically a RAID 
array). One or more applications are assigned to each 
processor in the cluster.4

If a processor in the cluster fails, the applications that it 
was running are failed over to other surviving processors in 
the cluster. Cluster failover times today are often measured 
in minutes.

It is highly unlikely that more than one processor 
at a time will be down provided that repair is rapid. 
However, a new form of downtime, failover time, must 
now be accounted for. During the minutes that it might 
take to fail over the downed applications, the users of 
those applications see a downed system. The system is not 
available to them.

However, minutes are much better than hours. 
Furthermore, planned downtime can be significantly 
reduced by rolling upgrades through the cluster, one 
processor at a time. The result is that clusters can provide 
availabilities of more than five 9s.

For many critical applications today, several minutes of 
downtime is unacceptable. Furthermore, clusters in and of 
themselves do not solve the disaster tolerance problem. An 
entire backup cluster must be set up at some remote site.

Active/Active Systems – 99.9999%
These problems are overcome by active/active systems.5 

An active/active system comprises two or more processing 
nodes in an application network, all cooperating in a 
common application. Each node has available to it an 
application database copy, which it uses to process 
transactions routed to it. Changes made to its database 
copy are replicated to the other database copies in the 

application network so that all processing nodes see the 
same database.

Should a node fail, all that is necessary is to switch 
users from the failed node to other surviving nodes in the 
application network. This switchover can be accomplished 
in seconds. Thus, active/active systems can reduce failover 
time from the minutes needed by clusters to seconds.6

Active/active systems can eliminate planned downtime 
by rolling upgrades through the application network, one 
node at a time. In addition, if the nodes are geographically 
dispersed, active/active systems provide disaster tolerance 
at no additional cost. 

With failover time measured in seconds, planned 
downtime eliminated, and protection against site failures, 
active/active systems are today providing availabilities in 
excess of six 9s.

Breaking the Availability Barrier
With the capability of returning users to service in just 

a few seconds, we are coming extremely close to achieving 
our goal of 100 percent availability. With six 9s availability, 
we have improved availability by a factor of 10,000 over 
the early days of computing, comparable to the performance 
improvements achieved over the same period of time. If we 
can get failover times reduced to milliseconds, users will 
generally never even know that a failure occurred. Failover 
time will have been eliminated from the availability 
equation. The pursuit of this goal has moved the problem 
from the realm of systems to the network. How do we detect 
a failure and failover users in, say, 10 milliseconds?

If we can achieve failover times this brief, have we 
truly broken the availability barrier? Not quite. We have 
just moved it further back to where we are highly unlikely 
to ever see it. If failover is instant, there is no failover 
downtime. However, there is still the remote possibility 
that the system will go down should all of the nodes in 
the application network fail simultaneously. For a two-
node active/active system using fault-tolerant nodes, each 
with an availability of four 9s, the system will have an 
availability of eight 9s. Assuming that it will take about 
four hours to return at least one node to service, this 
translates to a failure interval in excess of 400 centuries. 

Perhaps we can rest on our laurels at this point and say 
that for all practical purposes, we have achieved 100 percent 
availability—until that one event that we cannot possibly 
foresee takes us down. Let us hope that at that time we still 
have an operational business continuity plan.   

4   Active/Active Versus Clusters, Availability Digest; May, 2007.
5   What is Active/Active?, Availability Digest; October, 2006.
6   In some active/active configurations, only one node is actively 

processing transactions. This configuration is known as a “sizzling-
hot standby.”
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Real Time View
Richard Buckle
ITUG Past Chairman

Irecently had the good fortune to spend some time with 
David Kurn and to talk about kernels and frameworks. 
Many of you may recall that David authored the 

“Common Kernel,” a framework that hid the complexities 
of underlying routines and services and made the life of 
a TAL developer a lot easier. NonStop developers within 
communications, manageability, and security built a number 
of popular subsystems on top of the “Common Kernel.”

Down in Sydney, Australia, when Insession faced 
migrating from TAL to C and C++, it was one of the 
architects, Greg Old, who came up with the ICECap 
framework. This framework simplified the migration 
and allowed the ICE developers to add a number of new 
features, support new technologies, and to deploy on other 
HP platforms. Code developed for one platform can be 
easily picked up and run on another when it uses ICECap. 
In a recent conversation with the driving force behind ICE 
Neil Coleman, Coleman quickly credited Greg as “giving 
our developers code that could be considered reliable, 
because of its continual reuse, and allowing them to bring 
new features to market quickly, because the QA effort 
required had decreased (given that you didn’t have to test 
different infrastructure for every application and platform).”

In Omaha, ACI has developed a number of frameworks 
in support of different programming languages but they 
have also introduced a Data Access Layer

(DAL) within their BASE24-eps open platform product 
for database access. 

They are even considering adding support for Relational 
Data Bases (RDB’s) but in talking to Ron Beauchamp, who 
has led some of their work with frameworks, the DAL “is 
primarily used as a metadata tool for parsing a data blob 
rather than for multiple database support.”

Over the years, I have developed a strong affinity for 
kernels, frameworks, templates, and pretty much anything 
else that helps isolate applications from any underlying 
dependencies. But with the exception of what ACI is 
doing, I have seen little evidence of frameworks including 
support for RDBs. Surely there are enough differences and 
complexities in the technology to warrant their inclusion? 

When it came to accessing RDBs, life became a whole 
lot simpler with the standardization around SQL and 
ODBC / JDBC. SQL programmers don’t want to code from 
behind the barrier of a potentially inflexible framework; the 
interface itself hides any implementation idiosyncrasies. 
They understand that there is greater benefit in leveraging 
their skills in SQL, than in attempting to simply pick up 
existing code and reuse on another mix of platform and 
management system.

Properly thought out, and with synchronization issues 
resolved so that the most current data available can be 

accessed and leveraged, you can deploy as many RDB 
technologies as you like today with a degree of indifference 
to the underlying complexity. In talking about this to Joe 
Ramos, director, GPS Tandem Systems Engineering at 
Visa, he says, “Different RDBs are being deployed and 
through combinations of tiers of databases and database 
off-loading, are keeping Visa competitive.” Visa has moved 
to Itanium. Data is so important to Visa that they want to 
see it on NonStop, and having one more RDB technology is 
not a barrier for them. Yes, CIOs often dream of deploying 
and maintaining one corporate-wide database and using 
just one RDB solution, but we have a long way to go to truly 
realize that vision. 

I have become a strong believer in the potential of 
the new NS1000 and have featured it in a number of 
columns. In the last issue (The Connection, Sep – Oct, 
07), I suggested that the experienced NonStop user, use 
the NS1000 as essentially an entry-level EDW. In an 
earlier issue (The Connection, Jul – Aug, 07), I observed 
that “something is now happening with the new, smaller 
configuration of the Integrity NonStop server product line. 
They are becoming the perfect package for offloading 
business critical applications too expensive to deploy on 
existing mainframes.” 

On both occasions, I saw great potential for the new 
NS1000 configurations to be deployed in situations where 
critical business analysis and live-reporting applications 
could be offloaded from the primary or production systems 
and on to this highly available line of servers. Typically, 
these applications, if just thrown onto production systems, 
lead to unacceptable performance degradation and usually 
force significant and costly upgrades. Offloading, to 
something like the NS1000, is a far less disruptive and 
more economical option. 

“We have provided live reporting capabilities for our 
customers for many years and in particular helping offload to 
less costly environments.  In our experience, the availability 
attributes of the NS1000 provide a very compelling reason to 
deploy it in a creative way such as dedicated live reporting 
servers and real-time data stores and warehouses so that 
the business can efficiently perform analysis and business 
intelligence on the freshest, most reliable data,” said Tim 
Rathbun, executive vice president of GoldenGate, during a 
discussion at the recent HPTF&E event.

I also recognized that the effectiveness of this offload 
was pretty much a function of being able to exploit the 
NS1000’s NonStop SQL (NS SQL). Although other vendors 
have great databases, their driving design criteria have not 
been scale, mixed workload, and availability. NS SQL has a 
competitive differentiation in linear scale, mixed workload 
and availability. Deploying NS1000s with NS SQL into 
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Best of breed Data Security for HP
NonStop services and applications 

comForte’s state-of-the-art 
security suite provides a large
variety of solutions for encrypting
data at rest and in transit:
SSL and SSH for Guardian and OSS
(Telnet, File Transfer, Expand,
Middleware, Sockets), Encryption
of disks and tapes

A worldwide steadily growing
number of NonStop customers
trust comForte for securing their
NonStop systems.
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enjoy a safe and smooth journey
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educational and research documents, including 
white papers, past conference presentations, policies 
and procedures, and support information.

 View Winston Prather’s and Randy Meyer’s  º

opening presentations – with audio – from ITUG 
Summit 2007. [Not yet live, but we are working to 
upload by 9/26.]
 View presentations from ITUG Europe 2007. [Not  º

yet live, but will be by the end of October.]

Asia Pacific Roadshows
HP hosted 11 roadshow events throughout the Asia 

Pacific region this fall. ITUG sent representatives to several 
of the shows to introduce NonStop users to the organization. 
Every NonStop customer who attended the event received 
an ITUG membership. ITUG also assisted HP in identifying 
NonStop users who could present at the events.

Jakarta, Indonesia 21 August
Kuala Lumpur, Indonesia 29 August
Singapore 4 September
Beijing, China 11 September
Taiwan 12 September
Bangkok, Thialand 20 September
 Sydney, Australia 
(in collaboration with OZTUG) 20 September
Mumbai, India 25 September
Seoul, Korea 10 October
Manila, Philippines 16 October
Goa, India 1 – 3 November

Please visit www.businesstechnology-at-work.com 
for more event information.  

business units, in support of live reporting and business 
analysis, is a very smart move.

 Architects and technologists like David, Greg, and Ron 
have met the needs of their organizations for many decades, 
and maintaining a degree of abstraction from underlying 
infrastructure is just good development practice. But, 
should we hold back from deploying additional RDB 
technology when it represents a better way to respond to 
business needs? Should we shy away from deploying a 
variety of RDBs and, in this case, do we really want to jump 
back behind the barrier and preclude our company from 
benefiting from real-time access to critical business data?

Perhaps the prospect of deploying just one RDB 
technology is a pipedream after all, and the reality is that 
as we drive deeper into the business and deliver more 
real-time applications, we will often bring along another 
RDB. Or, as Craig Wagner, director of Solutions & Sales 
Enablement, Business Critical Systems pointed out to me 
in a recent e-mail exchange, “Although my pocket camera 
does a great job on 90 percent of my photos, my Nikon is 
never too far away. There are always those important shots 
that I’ll entrust to nothing but my best equipment!”   

Richard Buckle, Real Time Software,  
rbuckle@goldengate.com
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